Accurate detection of true incomplete exchanges in human lymphocytes exposed to neutron radiation using chromosome painting in combination with a telomeric PNA probe.
To determine the frequency of true incomplete chromosome exchanges in human lymphocytes after exposure to high-LET neutrons using chromosome painting in combination with centromeric and telomeric probes in one FISH assay. Human lymphocytes were exposed in vitro to 1 MeV neutrons at a dose of 1 Gy (dose-rate 0.1Gy x min(-1)). Chromosome aberrations were analysed in the first mitosis after irradiation using a FISH technique that combined whole chromosome-specific DNA probes (for chromosomes 4 and 8), human pan-centromeric DNA and telomeric PNA probes. The frequency of true incomplete exchanges induced by 1 MeV neutron irradiation was <5% in chromosomes 4 and 8. Comparison of the frequency of true incompleteness obtained in the present experiment with a previous study that used 4 Gy X-rays showed no striking differences between X-rays and neutrons in incomplete exchange patterns but differences in the spectrum of induced aberrations were detected. Simple exchanges were more frequent with X-rays, whereas complex types were significantly commoner following neutron irradiation (41 and 23% respectively). Differences were also found for complex rearrangements: both the number of these and their complexity increased after neutron-irradiation. The combination of chromosome painting and the detection of centromeres and telomeres enable unequivocal discrimination between incomplete and complete exchanges. The application of telomeric probes to analyse chromosome aberrations has demonstrated that true incompleteness is a rare event (approximately 5%) following exposure to high-(neutron) as well as to low-(X-rays) LET radiation.